Abstract. We prove a criterion of nonsingularity of a complete intersection of two fiberwise quadrics in
Introduction
Rationality questions of Del Pezzo fibrations of degree d over P 1 were studied by many authors. All the varieties of this type with d 5 are rational. Fibrations with d = 1, 2 and 3 were studied, in particular, in [5] , [2] , [9] , [3] , [4] , [8] , and as a result a nearly complete solution of rationality problem of nonsingular Del Pezzo fibrations was obtained for d = 1 and (under generality assumptions) for d = 2, 3.
In case of degree 4 there is a well-known statement.
Theorem (Alexeev, see [1] ). Let V be a standard Del Pezzo fibration The main goal of this paper is to prove the following addition to Alexeev theorem. This statement will appear as a corollary of the description of intersections of fiberwise quadrics in the scrolls with topological Euler characteristic equal to −4 (see. Lemma 2.4 after the necessary notations are introduced), that in turn is a corollary of the nonsingularity
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criterion for intersections of fiberwise quadrics in a fivefold scroll (Theorem 2.2). The author is grateful to I. A. Cheltsov for his nondecreasing interest to this work and for numerous useful advice, to V. A. Iskovskikh for attention to the work and to S. S. Galkin for valuable discussions.
Definitions, notations and the statements of the main results
All varieties are assumed to be defined over the field of complex numbers C. Definition 2.1 (see, e. g., [1] ). A nonsingular threefold X is called a standard Del Pezzo fibration over P 1 , if X is endowed with a structure of Del Pezzo fibration over P 1 with normal fibers, and ρ(X) = 2.
Let φ : X → P 1 be a standard Del Pezzo fibration of degree d over P 1 . If d 3, then X is naturally embedded into the projectivisation P P 1 (E) of the bundle E = φ * ω −1 X . For example, if d = 4, then X is embedded into some scroll
) as a nonsingular complete intersection of two divisors, such that the restriction of each of them on a fiber is a quadric in P 4 . Hence we may always assume that X is embedded into Y as a complete intersection of two fiberwise quadrics. On the other hand, if X is a complete intersection of this kind, and X is nonsingular with ρ(X) = 2, then X is a standard Del Pezzo fibration of degree 4. It means that to describe Del Pezzo fibrations of degree 4 over P 1 explicitly the first thing we need is a way to decide if an intersection of two general members of given linear systems |D 1 | and |D 2 | of fiberwise quadrics on Y is nonsingular (or, equivalently, if there exist such divisors in these linear systems that their intersection is nonsingular).
Let us fix some notations to formulate the answer to the latter
(the definition and the main properties of Y are given, for example, in [10] ). Let M Y be a tautological invertible sheaf on Y , L Y be a fiber of the natural projection ϕ : Y → P 1 (we'll often denote them by M and L instead of M Y and L Y if no ambiguity is likely to arise). Let D i ∈ |2M + b i L|, i = 1, 2, be general divisors, given by equations f 1 (x, t) = α ij x i x j and f 2 (x, t) = β ij x i x j respectively, where x i are standard coordinates in a fiber of ϕ, and α ij = α ij (t 0 , t 1 ) (resp. β ij (t 0 , t 1 )) are the polynomials in the coordinates on the base of degree 
0, and one of the following sets of conditions holds
Remark 2.3. It's easy to check that for each set of conditions in Theorem 2.2 there is a variety X such that those conditions hold for X. 
2).
Finally, Theorem 1.1 is an implication of Lemma 2.4 provided that the varieties X 1 and X 2 are rational (this is checked in section 5).
Preliminaries Lemma 3.1. The variety X is nonsingular if and only if the following conditions hold:
( * ) the intersection of
Proof. If X is nonsingular, than the conditions ( * ) and ( * * ) apparently hold. Assume that the conditions ( * ) and ( * * ) hold. In the points of
is nonsingular by ( * ), and the divisor D 2 is movable, so X is nonsingular outside Bs|D 2 | by Bertini theorem. In the points of Bs|D 2 | the variety X is nonsingular if and only if the vectors grad(
, be divisors given by equations
Hence grad t (f 1 ) and grad t (f 2 ) are zero on Bs|D 2 |, and the nonproportionality condition may be rewritten as ( * * ).
To check that X is nonsingular we shall use the conditions ( * ) and ( * * ) everywhere below.
Let's fix some notations. Let M 4 denote the 2 × 3-matrix 
Proof. Clearly, to satisfy ( * * ) 4 we need the last column of M 4 to be nonzero, hence it is necessary 
given by the equation β 14 x 4 + β 15 x 5 = 0. The divisors C 12 , A and B are movable, C 12 intersects C 13 and A intersects B transversally. Hence, C 12 ∩ C 13 consists of C 12 C 13 = 4(
If C 12 C 13 = 0, then the condition ( * * ) 4 holds; the equality
is equivalent (under the above assumptions) to
Note that the vanishing of m
12 and m 
23 provided that the first column of M 4 is nonzero. Hence if C 12 C 13 = 0, then for the condition ( * * ) 4 to hold it is necessary and sufficient that C 12 ∩C 13 ⊂ A∩B. Since A∩B ⊂ C 12 ∩C 13 , the latter is equivalent to
Under the above assumptions this equality is equivalent to
. To get the final answer note that these conditions are weaker than those that appeared in the case C 12 C 13 = 0. 
Let A 1 and A 2 be the divisors given by the equations α 13 x 3 + α 14 x 4 + α 15 x 5 = 0 and α 23 x 3 +α 24 x 4 +α 25 x 5 = 0 respectively. Since Sing( d 4 , 0) , the latter condition may be rewritten as 2(
If d 1 +d 4 +b 1 0, then A 1 and A 2 have no common components, and their intersection is an effective curve on 
0. The latter is sufficient for ( * ) and ( * * ) regardless to the assumption d 1 + b 1 > 0 (case 3i of Theorem 2.2).
If 
Case d
Since b 2 = 0, the condition ( * * ) holds automatically (case 4b of Theorem 2.2). 
that is equivalent to 2d 4 + b 2 = 0, i. Hence all the varieties we are interested in are contained in three families listed above, and it is sufficient to check rationality of a general member of each of these families. Proof. The projection of X 1 ⊂ P 4 × P 1 in P 4 gives a morphism onto a threefold quadric Q ⊂ P 4 that is birational since in this case D 2 ∈ |2M + L|; rationality of X 1 follows immediately.
To prove that 4 . Hence to prove the rationality of X 2 it suffices to check that this cubic is singular.
Let us show that the singularities arise already on X Since α 15 is a nonzero constants, these equalities may be rewritten as 
